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Collaboration on Assignments (reminder from lecture 1)

I Preparing homework assignments independently is a key
ingredient for understanding the material (and, consequently,
passing the exam :-). So it is highly recommended you make a
serious effort to solve the problems on your own.

I You may discuss, consult, collaborate with other students on the
problem sets, but your solutions must be written up
independently, by you.

I You are welcome to consult online and offline sources for your
solutions, but you are (a) expected to give clear cites of your
references, and (b) use a write up of your own.

I Recall that Google (or any alternative search engine) is a double
edge sword.
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Collaboration on Assignments (reminder from lecture 1)

I Cases of plagiarism that will be detected will be dealt with
severely. (For example, reducing your grades for the whole
course, not just the relevant assignment, and/or reporting the
incident to the appropriate university authority.)

I If we suspect Alice had copied from Bob, both will be regarded
as cheaters.
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E–Mail Addressed to Course Staff: Etiquette‡

I In many cases, the forum provides the appropriate venue. In
others, e-mail may be better.

I If you wish to send e-mail to the course staff, address it to the
one person most appropriate for the cirumstances (the grader;
your teaching assistant; one of the lecturers).

I In rare cases, it may be appropriate to send your message to a
larger group (both teaching assistants; both lecturers; all
teaching assistants and lecturers).

I In such rare cases, make sure all addressees are aware of each
other. Do not use BCC or a similar mechanism. We will typically
find out and wonder what you are trying to hide.

‡Etiquette (noun): the customary code of polite behavior in society or among
members of a particular profession or group.
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Lecture 19: Topics

• Intro to text compression.

• Impossibility of universal compression.

• Fixed length and variable length codes.

• Prefix free codes (note that fixed length implies prefix freeness).

• Letters’ frequencies in natural languages (reminder).

• Introduction to Huffman code: Variable length, letter-by-letter
compression.
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Lecture 20: Plan

• Huffman code, recapping and completing.

• Codebook compression, exploiting word frequencies.

• Ziv–Lempel Compression, exploiting text repetitions
(introduction).
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Huffman Code: Specification

The input is a set of n characters Σ = {a1, a2, . . . , an}, and a set of
positive weights (counts), W = {w1, w2, . . . , wn}, corresponding to
the characters.

The output is a variable length, prefix free, code,
C = Code(Σ, W ) = {c1, c2, . . . , cn}, where each ci is a binary string.

The weighted length of a code D = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} with respect to
the set of weights W = {w1, w2, . . . , wn} is defined as
LW (D) =

∑n
i=1 wi · len(di).

Goal:
Construct a code, C, so that for any code, D, LW (C) ≤ LW (D).

LW (C) ≤ LW (D) implies optimality of the code in an appropriate
(static) setting. This is obviously a very desired property. But for
lack of time and prerequisites, we will not prove it :-(
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Huffman Code: One Chart to Capture it All§

corpus 

Frequencies 
dictionary 
{char:count} 

Huffman 
tree (as list) 

char_count 

build_huffman_list 

Codes 
dictionary 
{char : binary string} 

generate_code 

Text 

Compressed 
text 

compress decompress 

build_decoding_dict 

Reversed codes 
dictionary 
{binary string : char} 

Flow diagram of Huffman compression process 

Source: AR (an anonymous researcher)

§with apologies to John Ronald Reuel Tolkien (1892–1973)
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Huffman Code: A Road Map (text)

• Preprocessing
I Collect character counts from a representative corpus.
I Form a priority queue of single nodes.
I Iteratively build the Huffman list/tree from this priority queue.

• Turn the list into an encoding dictionary (ascii characters to
binary strings).

• Reverse the dictionary to get a decoding dictionary (binary
strings to ascii characters).
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Reminder:The Dictionary Method items

>>> dictio ={"a":1,"b":17 ,4:3}

>>> dictio

{’a’: 1, ’b’: 17, 4: 3}

>>> [x for x in dictio.items ()]

[(’a’, 1), (’b’, 17), (4, 3)]

>>> list(dictio.items ()) # same same

[(’a’, 1), (’b’, 17), (4, 3)]
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The First Steps in Our Road Map: A Small Example

First, we count. Then we use the counts for building the Initial
priority queue

>>> count=char_count("this is an example of a huffman tree")

>>> [(x, px) for x,px in count.items ()]

[(’a’, 4), (’ ’, 7), (’e’, 4), (’f’, 3), (’i’, 2), (’h’, 2),

(’m’, 2), (’l’, 1), (’o’, 1), (’n’, 2), (’p’, 1), (’s’, 2),

(’r’, 1), (’u’, 1), (’t’, 2), (’x’, 1)]

This list of characters’ counts will be the initial input to the
priority queue, which we build next.

Note that the list of characters’ counts not sorted by any of its
components.
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The First Steps (continued): Priority Queue

A priority queue is a data structure that supports the operations
insert and remove smallest. Each element of the priority queue
has a weight (or “priority”). These weights are typically positive
numbers (in our case, they will be positive integers).
We will use a very naive implementation of priority queue. It will
be a list, with the supported operations of insert elements (placing
it at the end of the list), and remove smallest – done by finding
the minimal element and removing it.

You will study way more efficient implementation of priority
queue in the Data Structures course. In our case, the number of
elements is bounded from above by the number of characters in the
alphabet, Σ. Our typical Σ will be small, containing only characters
in the ascii code. So priority queue efficiency is not crucial here.
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Reminder: List Methods pop, append and index
>>> lst = [5,3,6,2,8,9]

>>> lst.pop(4) # pop removes item at specified location

8 # pop mutates list and returns item

>>> lst

[5, 3, 6, 2, 9]

>>> lst.append (7)

>>> lst

[5, 3, 6, 2, 9, 7]

>>> min(lst)

2

>>> lst.index(min(lst)) # index returns the index of

3 # the element found by linear search

>>> lst

[5, 3, 6, 2, 9, 7]

>>> lst.pop(lst.index(min(lst)))

2

>>> lst

[5, 3, 6, 9, 7]

>>> lst.append (6); lst

[5, 3, 6, 9, 6]

The operation pop returns the value that it removes, and also
mutates the list. The operation append (always at the end) mutates
the list as well. So both pop, append do not change the list identity. 13 / 65



The Last First Step: Building the Huffman Tree

To be done on the whiteboard.

Including the representation of the Huffman (binary) tree by a list.
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Building the Huffman Tree: Python Code
We implement a priority queue, prioritized by counts of nested sets of
characters, initialized from the a dictionary of characters counts.
def build_huffman_tree(letter_count ):

""" recieves dictionary with char:count entries

generates a LIST of letters representing

the binary Huffman encoding TREE """

queue = [(x, px) for x,px in letter_count.items ()]

while len(queue) > 1:

# combine two smallest elements

a, pa = extract_min(queue) # smallest in queue

b, pb = extract_min(queue) # next smallest

chars = [a,b]

weight = pa+pb # combined weight

queue.append ((chars ,weight )) # insert new node

# print(queue) # to see what whole queue is

# print () # print commented out

x, px = extract_min(queue) # only root node left

return x # total weight

def extract_min(queue):

P = [px for x,px in queue]

return queue.pop(P.index(min(P)))

It is indeed not obvious to see what is going on here.
Some parsing of this list/tree may help:
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Building the Huffman Tree: A Small Example

>>> text="this is an example of a huffman tree"

>>> len(text)

36

>>> len(char_count("this is an example of a huffman tree"))

16

There are 16 different characters, so a fixed length encoding will take
log2 16 = 4 bits per character.

>>> count=char_count(text)

>>>[(x, px) for x,px in count.items ()]

[(’a’, 4), (’ ’, 7), (’e’, 4), (’f’, 3), (’i’, 2), (’h’, 2),

(’m’, 2), (’l’, 1), (’o’, 1), (’n’, 2), (’p’, 1), (’s’, 2),

(’r’, 1), (’u’, 1), (’t’, 2), (’x’, 1)]

This is the initial input to the priority queue.
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Building the Huffman Tree: Execution for Small Example

We implement a priority queue, prioritized by counts of nested sets of
characters, initialized from the a dictionary of characters counts.

>>> text="this is an example of a huffman tree"

>>> small_count=char_count(text)

>>> build_huffman_tree(small_count)

[[[’a’, ’e’], [[’i’, ’h’], [’m’, ’n’]]],

[[[’s’, ’t’], [[’l’, ’o’], [’p’, ’r’]]], [[[’u’, ’x’], ’f’], ’ ’]]]

It is indeed not obvious to see what is going on here.
Some parsing of this list/tree may help:

>>> tree [0]

[[’a’, ’e’], [[’i’, ’h’], [’m’, ’n’]]]

>>> tree [1]

[[[’s’, ’t’], [[’l’, ’o’], [’p’, ’r’]]], [[[’u’, ’x’], ’f’], ’ ’]

>>> tree [1][1]

[[[’u’, ’x’], ’f’], ’ ’] #etc.
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Building the Huffman Tree: Execution for Small Example

Some drawing on the board may be of help here as well.
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The Second Step in Road Map: From Tree to Dictionary

Turn the tree (implemented by a list) into an encoding dictionary.

The keys are ascii characters. The values are binary strings (typically
of variable lengths).

Key idea: These binary strings describe the paths from root to leaves
(ascii characters) in the Huffman tree.

We assign¶ 0 for left subtree, and 1 for right subtree.

¶rather arbitrarily
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The Dictionary Method update

Python built-in dictionary method update takes an existing
dictionary and updates its entries by those of another dictionary.
Existing entries (key:value pairs) are “run over”.

>>> code1={’a’: ’11’, ’c’: ’10’, ’b’: ’0’}

>>> code1.update ({’a’: ’110’,"d":"111"})

>>> code1

{’a’: ’110’, ’c’: ’10’, ’b’: ’0’, ’d’: ’111’}

We will find the update method useful for generating a Huffman
code from a Huffman tree. Our Huffman code will be a dictionary,
where keys are ascii characters, and values are the binary strings
encoding them.
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From Huffman tree To Huffman Code (Recursively)

Assign the empty string to the root. Then recursively assign 0 for left
subtree, 1 for right subtree. Returns a dictionary, with keys being
characters at leaves.

def generate_code(huff_tree , prefix=""):

""" receives a Huffman tree with embedded encoding ,

and a prefix of encodings.

returns a dictionary where characters are

keys and associated binary strings are values."""

if isinstance(huff_tree , str): # a leaf

return {huff_tree: prefix}

else:

lchild , rchild = huff_tree [0], huff_tree [1]

codebook = {}

codebook.update( generate_code(lchild , prefix+’0’))

codebook.update( generate_code(rchild , prefix+’1’))

return codebook

Oh, the beauty of recursion...
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From Huffman tree To Huffman Code: A Small Example

Assign the empty string to the root. Then recursively assign 0 for left
subtree, 1 for right subtree.

>>> small_count=char_count("this is an example of a huffman tree")

>>> [(x, px) for x,px in small_count.items ()]

[(’a’, 4), (’ ’, 7), (’e’, 4), (’f’, 3), (’i’, 2), (’h’, 2),

(’m’, 2), (’l’, 1), (’o’, 1), (’n’, 2), (’p’, 1), (’s’, 2),

(’r’, 1), (’u’, 1), (’t’, 2), (’x’, 1)]

>>> small_tree=build_huffman_tree(small_count)

>>> generate_code(small_tree)

{’a’: ’000’, ’ ’: ’111’, ’e’: ’001’, ’f’: ’1101’, ’i’: ’0100’,

’h’: ’0101’, ’m’: ’0110’, ’l’: ’10100’, ’o’: ’10101’,

’n’: ’0111’, ’p’: ’10110’, ’s’: ’1000’, ’r’: ’10111’,

’u’: ’11000 ’, ’t’: ’1001’, ’x’: ’11001 ’}

The length of encodings vary from 3 to 5.
More frequent letters are assigned shorter encodings.

You may wish to try this process with a more unbalanced text, e.g.

>>> text="giddddddddddddddddddddddddday ,mate"
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Counting Characters: A Real Example

The previous small example is far too small. We found it appropriate
to collect letters’ frequencies from Wikipedia’s own Huffman’s code
entry.

We strongly recommend you view this page yourselves.

The Python code on the next page downloads this Wikipedia page
and converts it to UTF-8 encoding. UTF-8 (UCS Transformation
Format8-bit) is a variable-width encoding that can represent every
character in the Unicode character set. It was designed for backward
compatibility with ASCII.
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Hackers’ Delight: Wikipedia Huffman Code Entry

Wikipedia discourages programs (aka bots) from accessing its web
pages (there is obviously no problem if you manually access Wikipedia
using your favorite browser). This leads to a tug of wars with our
teaching assistants‖. Currently, the following rather mysterious
sequence of commands wins. It first convinces Wikipedia to
download the relevant page, then transforms it to unicode (UTF-8).

def download_wiki ():

HOST = "en.wikipedia.org"

GET_METHOD = "GET"

URL = "/wiki/Huffman_coding"

ENCODING = "utf -8"

# Get the HTML raw data

conn = http.client.HTTPConnection(HOST)

conn.request(GET_METHOD , URL)

data = conn.getresponse (). read()

conn.close()

return str(data , ENCODING)

‖former teaching assistants Ilan Ben Bassat and Adam Weinstock
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Counting Characters: Wikipedia Huffman Code Entry

>>> wikitext=download_wiki ()

>>> len(wikitext)

114442

>>> print(wikitext [:216]) # expect hugly html code

<!DOCTYPE html >

<html lang="en" dir="ltr" class="client -nojs">

<head >

<meta charset="UTF -8" />

<title >Huffman coding - Wikipedia , the free encyclopedia </title >

<meta name="generator" content="MediaWiki 1.24 wmf3" />

>>> wikicounts=char_count(wikitext)

>>> wikiqueue =[(x, px) for x,px in wikicounts.items ()]

# initial value of the priority queue
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Counting Characters: Real Results

>>> wikiqueue

[(’ ’ ,7484),(’$’ ,2),(’(’ ,156),(’,’ ,541),(’0’ ,578),(’4’ ,207),

(’8’ ,304),(’<’ ,3022),(’D’ ,205),(’H’ ,316),(’L’ ,160),(’P’ ,137),

(’T’ ,186),(’X’ ,6),(’\\’ ,126),(’d’ ,3113),(’h’ ,2397),(’l’ ,4319),

(’p’ ,2364),(’t’ ,6565),(’x’ ,520),(’#’ ,73),("’" ,63),(’+’ ,51),

(’/’ ,2971),(’3’ ,340),(’7’ ,191),(’;’ ,332),(’?’ ,53),(’C’ ,332),

(’G’ ,38),(’K’ ,17),(’O’ ,44),(’S’ ,180),(’W’ ,130),(’[’ ,68),(’_’ ,726),

(’c’ ,3144),(’g’ ,1773),(’k’ ,1059),(’o’ ,4508),(’s’ ,4562),(’w’ ,1409),

(’{’ ,67),(’\n’ ,988),(’"’ ,4246),(’&’ ,157),(’*’ ,15),(’.’ ,960),

(’2’ ,455),(’6’ ,134),(’:’ ,583),(’>’ ,3022),(’B’ ,163),(’F’ ,146),

(’J’ ,50),(’N’ ,86),(’R’ ,100),(’V’ ,44),(’Z’ ,58),(’^’ ,11),(’b’ ,1281),

(’f’ ,2253),(’j’ ,57),(’n’ ,5036),(’r’ ,4050),(’v’ ,692),(’z’ ,80),

(’~’ ,3),(’\t’ ,1711),(’!’ ,14),(’%’ ,508),(’)’ ,156),(’-’ ,1163),

(’1’ ,539),(’5’ ,178),(’9’ ,253),(’=’ ,2000),(’A’ ,279),(’E’ ,222),

(’I’ ,119),(’M’ ,101),(’Q’ ,17),(’U’ ,32),(’Y’ ,5),(’]’ ,68),

(’a’ ,6596),(’e’ ,8045),(’i’ ,7535),(’m’ ,2333),(’q’ ,107),(’u’ ,1740),

(’y’ ,826),(’}’ ,67)]

Note that this text is far from “typical” English text.
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Building the Huffman tree: A Larger Example, cont.

>>> wikitext=download_wiki ()

>>> wikicounts=char_count(wikitext)

>>> wikitree=build_huffman_tree(wikicounts)

>>> wikitree

[[[[[[ ’-’ ,[[[’F’,’(’],’8’],[[’)’,’&’],’H’]]],

[’b’ ,[[[’L’,[’z’,[’G’,’O’]]],’;’],[’C’,’3’]]]],’n’],

[[[[’v’ ,[[’B’,’5’],[’S’,[’N’,[’V’,’J’]]]]] ,’w’],’/’],

[’<’,’>’]]] ,[[[’d’,’c’],’t’],[’a’ ,[[[’_’ ,[[’T’,’7’],

[[’R’,’M’],’D’]]],[’y’ ,[[’4’ ,[[’+’,’?’],’q’]],

[’E’ ,[[[[’^’,’!’],[’*’,[’X’,[’Y’,[’$’,’~’]]]]],’j’],’I’]]]]],

[’\t’,’u’]]]]] ,[[[’ ’,’i’],[[[’g’ ,[[’2’ ,[[[’Z’,"’"],’\\’],

’9’]],’.’]],[’=’,[’\n’,[’%’,’x’]]]],’e’]],

[[[’r’,’"’],[’l’ ,[[’k’ ,[[[’W’ ,[[’U’,[’K’,’Q’]],’{’]],

[’6’,[’}’,’[’]]],’1’]],’f’]]] ,[[’o’,’s’],[[[[’,’,

[[’P’,[’]’,’#’]],’A’]],[’0’,’:’]],’m’],[’p’,’h’]]]]]]

Now it is even harder to see what is going on here
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Building the Huffman tree: A Larger Example, cont.

>>> wikitree [1][0][0]

[’ ’, ’i’]

>>> wikitree [1][0][0][0]

’ ’

>>> wikitree [1][1][0][0]

[’r’, ’"’]

>>> wikitree [1][1][0][0][0]

’r’

Indeed, the characters, ” ” (space) and ”i”, which are among the
most frequent (7484 spaces and 7535 ‘i’), enjoy a short path from
the root (length just 4). This implies a short encoding (just 4 bits
long).
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Huffman Code of Wikipedia Huffman Page

>>> wikicode= generate_code(wikitree)

>>> sorted(wikicode.items(),key=lambda x:len(x[1]))

[(’ ’, ’1000’), (’n’, ’0001’), (’t’, ’0101’), (’a’, ’0110’),

(’e’, ’1011’), (’i’, ’1001’), (’"’, ’11001’), (’<’, ’00110’),

(’>’, ’00111 ’),(’d’, ’01000’), (’l’, ’11010’), (’r’, ’11000’),

(’/’, ’00101 ’), (’c’, ’01001 ’), (’o’, ’11100 ’), (’s’, ’11101 ’),

(’b’, ’000010 ’),

# many items removed

(’!’, ’0111011110001 ’), (’K’, ’1101101001010 ’),

(’Q’, ’1101101001011 ’), (’X’, ’01110111100110 ’),

(’Y’, ’011101111001110 ’), (’$’, ’0111011110011110 ’),

(’~’, ’0111011110011111 ’)]

There are 94 different characters, and the lengths of their encodings
vary from 4 to 16.
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Understanding Huffman Code of Wikipedia Huffman Page
We will sort the code by length of codewords, and compare to
character counts.
>>> sorted_counts=sorted(wikicounts.items(),key=lambda x: -x[1])

>>> sorted_counts [:18]

[(’e’, 8045) , (’i’, 7535), (’ ’, 7484) , (’a’, 6596), (’t’, 6565),

(’n’, 5036), (’s’, 4562), (’o’, 4508) , (’l’, 4319), (’"’, 4246) ,

(’r’, 4050), (’c’, 3144), (’d’, 3113) , (’<’, 3022), (’>’, 3022) ,

(’/’, 2971), (’h’, 2397), (’p’, 2364)]

>>> sorted_code=sorted(wikicode.items(),key=lambda x:len(x[1]))

>>> sorted_code [:18]

[(’ ’, ’1000’), (’n’, ’0001’), (’t’, ’0101’), (’a’, ’0110’),

(’e’, ’1011’), (’i’, ’1001’), (’"’, ’11001’), (’<’, ’00110’),

(’>’, ’00111 ’), (’d’, ’01000 ’), (’l’, ’11010 ’), (’r’, ’11000 ’),

(’/’, ’00101 ’), (’c’, ’01001 ’), (’o’, ’11100 ’), (’s’, ’11101 ’),

(’b’, ’000010 ’), (’f’, ’110111 ’)]

>>> wikicode[’p’] # could be in the last slice

’111110 ’

>>> wikicode[’q’] # just to compare - a rare character

’0111011011 ’

So indeed, popular characters are assigned shorter codewords.
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The String Method join
>>> help(str.join)

Help on method_descriptor:

join (...)

S.join(iterable) -> str

Return a string which is the concatenation of the strings in

the iterable. The separator between elements is S.

>>> string="abcdefg"

>>> "".join(ch for ch in string)

’abcdefg ’

>>> " 1 ".join(ch for ch in string)

’a 1 b 1 c 1 d 1 e 1 f’

>>> text=""

>>> text.join(ch for ch in string)

’abcdefg ’

>>> text

’’ # no wonder: strings are immutable

>>> t = (ch for ch in string)

>>> t

<generator object <genexpr > at 0x000000000352F9D8 >

>>> "".join(t)

’abcdefg ’

Recall that strings are immutable.
Note that (ch for ch in string) is a generator. 31 / 65



The String Method join, cont.

There are two equivalent ways to writing this:

>>> string="abcdefg"

>>> "".join(ch for ch in string)

’abcdefg ’

>>> str.join("" ,(ch for ch in string )) # inner parentheses needed

’abcdefg ’

Alternatively, we could have used string concatenation, +. This
assigns a new string object in every iteration, and will typically be
slower (and more demanding on memory) than using join when
generating very long strings.

>>> newtext=""

>>> for ch in string:

newtext=newtext+ch

>>> newtext

’abcdefg ’
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Employing Huffman Encoding for String Compression

We go over the input string, one character at a time. For each
character (non ascii characters are ignored), we access its value in the
encoding dictionary. This value is a binary string, which we
concatenate (using join) to the forming output (binary string).

def compress(text , encoding_dict ):

assert isinstance(text , str)

return ’’.join(encoding_dict[ch] for ch in text if ord(ch) <=128)
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Building the Dictionary for Decompression

Given the binary string, which is the compression under a Huffman
dictionary, we want to decompress it. The “holistic” way to do it
employs the Huffman tree directly. Starting at the root, read one bit
at a time. On 0 we go to the left subtree, whereas on 1 we go to the
right subtree. When a leaf is reached, we append the letter at the
leaf, and jump back to the root. This gives rise to a fairly simple
iterative procedure.

Holistic or not, a one liner code employs a dictionary which is the
reverse dictionary to that produced by generate code. For example,
if ’x’:’11001’ is an entry in the original dictionary, there will be a
corresponding entry ’11001’:’x’ in the reversed dictionary.
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Dictionary for Decompression: Code

def build_decoding_dict(encoding_dict ):

""" build the "reverse" of the encoding dictionary """

return {y:x for (x,y) in encoding_dict.items ()}

# return {y:x for x,y in encoding_dict.items ()} # is OK too

def decompress(bits , decoding_dict ):

prefix = ’’

result = []

for bit in bits:

prefix += bit

if prefix in decoding_dict:

result.append(decoding_dict[prefix ])

prefix = ’’

assert prefix == ’’ # must finish last codeword

return ’’.join(result) # converts list of chars to a string
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Dictionary for Decompression: Example

We compute the encoding and decoding dictionaries for a small
example.

>>> count=char_count("this is an example of a huffman tree")

>>> huff_tree=build_huffman_tree(count)

>>> huff_code=generate_code(huff_tree)

>>> huff_code

{’ ’: ’111’, ’a’: ’000’, ’e’: ’001’, ’f’: ’1101’,

’h’: ’0100’, ’i’: ’0101’, ’l’: ’10100’, ’m’: ’0110’,

’n’: ’0111’, ’o’: ’10101’, ’p’: ’10110 ’, ’r’: ’10111’,

’s’: ’1000’, ’t’: ’1001’, ’u’: ’11000’, ’x’: ’11001’}

>>> build_decoding_dict(huff_code)

{’0111’: ’n’, ’0110’: ’m’, ’001’: ’e’, ’10111’: ’r’,

’1000’: ’s’, ’1001’: ’t’, ’11000’: ’u’, ’11001 ’: ’x’,

’111’: ’ ’, ’1101’: ’f’, ’000’: ’a’, ’10110’: ’p’,

’10100’: ’l’, ’10101’: ’o’, ’0100’: ’h’, ’0101’: ’i’}

We are now ready to complete the full compress–decompress cycle.
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The No Compression Alternative: Fixed Length Encoding

Remove non ascii characters, and encode the ascii ones using
’:07b’.format(ord(ch) – 7 bits per characters.

def str_to_bin(text):

""" translates text to binary reprersentation using

7 bits per character. Non ascii characters are discarded """

return "".join([’{:07b}’.format(ord(ch)) for ch in text])

The first parameter is the “glue”, with which the second parameter is
joined.
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The Full Cycle: Encoding, Compressing, Decompressing

Let us now compress and decompress a few sentences.

>>> S=""" Select Alan Perlis Quotations:

(1) It is easier to write an incorrect program

than understand a correct one.

(2) LISP programmers know the value of everything

and the cost of nothing."""

>>> len(str_to_bin(S))

1344 # length of S (ascii) in bits

>>> huff_tree=build_huffman_tree(char_count(S))

>>> huff_code=generate_code(huff_tree)

>>> C=compress(S,huff_code)

>>> len(C)

846

>>> len(C)/len(str_to_bin(S))

0.6294642857142857 # 63 % of original
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The Full Cycle: Compressed String

>>> C # in case you are curious. Enjoy!

’1111101110111101111010111011000001001111110110110100

10011111001101101011101111100101100001010011011101000

11000110110011100100010011011001001101011111111001010

010011110000011110111100001110010110001101011010110111

00110110100011001000000100001010111001100110100011010

010011100100101110100010101010110101110110000111111110

101000111010101001100111111011110000000011000101101101

001001011101001011110110110101011011000110100101111000

011000011101000101010101101011101100001000100111011111

0101011111111001010010111110000001010001111011111110111

1110000111111110101000111010101001100111110111111101101

01011000010101010011000010000001100010111101000100010

110111011101110110100100011111100011010100011101101001

010111100010111110010011110101011110000000000011010010

111100011000101111010001110100010110110000100011111100

0100110001100010111110010011110101111010 ’
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The Full Cycle: Decompress

>>> decode=build_decoding_dict(huff_code)

>>> decompress(C,decode)

’Select Alan Perlis Quotations :\n(1) It is easier to write an

incorrect program\n than understand a correct one.\n(2)

LISP programmers know the value of everything\n and

the cost of nothing.’

>>> print(decompress(C,decode ))

Select Alan Perlis Quotations:

(1) It is easier to write an incorrect program

than understand a correct one.

(2) LISP programmers know the value of everything

and the cost of nothing.
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Compressing a Random String
def random_string(n):

""" generates a random ascii string of length n """

return "".join(chr(random.randrange (128)) for i in range(n))

>>> S=random_string (100000)

>>> S[:20]

’GaJR\n2J{)F9dZ’ # unprintable characters removed

>>> print(S[:20])

GaJR

J2{)F9dZ

>>> S=random_string (100000)

>>> huff_tree=build_huffman_tree(char_count(S))

>>> huff_code=generate_code(huff_tree)

>>> C=compress(S,huff_code)

>>> len(C)

700000

>>> len(str_to_bin(S))

700000

random string(100000) will induce approximately uniform counts,
implying a balanced tree. Thus, Huffman will mot save even a single
bit out of this random string, S. On the other hand, it does not
expand it either!
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The Full Cycle with Larger Texts

We could try compressing larger size texts. For example, Project
Gutenberg lets you download over 33,000 free e-books. We will
download two books, build Huffman dictionaries, then compress each
of them using its own dictionary as well as the other dictionary. We
start with “The Odyssey”, by Homer (∼700 BC).

>>> import urllib.request

>>> btext = urllib.request.urlopen(

"http ://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub /2199/ pg2199.txt").read()

>>> homer_text = btext.decode(’utf -8’)

>>> len(str_to_bin(homer_text ))

5901660 # length (ascii) in bits

>>> count=char_count(homer_text)

>>> tree=build_huffman_tree(count)

>>> homer_encode=generate_code(tree)

>>> homer_decode=build_decoding_dict(homer_encode)
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The Full Cycle with Larger Texts (2)

Next, we turn to “Romeo and Juliet”, by William Shakespeare
(1564-1616).

>>> btext = urllib.request.urlopen(

"http ://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub /1112/ pg1112.txt").read()

>>> william_text=btext.decode(’utf -8’)

>>> len(william_text)

178981 # no. of characters (not just ascii)

>>> len(str_to_bin(william_text ))

8770132 # length (ascii) in bits

>>> count=char_count(william_text)

>>> len(count)

86 # different ascii characters

>>> william_tree=build_huffman_tree(count)

>>> william_encode=generate_code(william_tree)

>>> william_decode=build_decoding_dict(william_encode)
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The Full Cycle with Larger Texts (3)

We are finally ready to compress and decompress

>>> len(str_to_bin(homer_text ))

5901660 # bits

>>> Odd1=compress(homer_text ,homer_encode)

>>> len(Odd1)

3777249 # 64% of original

>>> decompress(Odd1 ,homer_decode )[0:21]

’The Project Gutenberg ’

>>> print(decompress(Odd1 ,homer_decode )[30:150])

The Iliad , by Homer

This eBook is for the use of anyone anywhere at no cost and with

almost no restrictions whatsoe
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The Full Cycle with Larger Texts (4)

We will now compress Romeo and Juliette using the encoding
dictionary of the Iliad.

>>> Romeo1=compress(william_text ,homer_encode)

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell #108>", line 1, in <module >

Romeo1=compress(william_text ,homer_encode)

File "/Users/benny/Dropbox/InttroCS2012/Code2014/Intro20/intro20.py", line 73, in compress

""" compress text using encoding dictionary """

File "/Users/benny/Dropbox/InttroCS2012/Code2014/Intro20/intro20.py", line 73, in <genexpr >

""" compress text using encoding dictionary """

KeyError: ’<’

AssertionError

Despite this unpleasant failure, we do hope you will still consider
using Project Gutenberg. Or even, god forbid, read an old fashion,
hard copy, version of one of those e-books.
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Source of Problem

We got an error message when trying to encode Romeo and Juliet
using The Odyssey’s induced dictionary, homer encode. Let us try to
understand this problem:

>>> len(william_encode.items ())

86

>>> len(homer_encode.items ())

84

>>> "<" in list(william_encode)

True

>>> "<" in list(homer_encode)

False

>>> william_encode["<"]

’0001111110000000 ’ # very infrequent character

The Odyssey’s dictionary and Romeo and Juliet’s dictionary are of
different sizes, and some characters, like "<", appear in the second
but not in the first. When the encoding procedure encounters such
character, it reports a KeyError:’<’.
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Fixing this Problem
We could meticulously go over the missing characters and add them
to the dictionaries. But this approach is rather tedious. Instead, we
will form a new string, which will be the concatenation of all strings
in the ascii code. We will concatenate this string, termed asci (since
ascii is already taken) to the original text, thus making sure every
ascii character is represented.

This will change the counts, but the change is so slight we will hardly
notice it (and yes, we do know that 33 of the ascii encoded
characters are obsolete).

>>> asci = "".join(chr(i) for i in range (128))

>>> asci [:16]

’\x00\x01\x02\x03\x04\x05\x06\x07\x08\t\n\x0b\x0c\r\x0e\x0f’

>>> asci [17:32]

’\x11\x12\x13\x14\x15\x16\x17\x18\x19\x1a\x1b\x1c\x1d\x1e\x1f’

>>> asci [32:90]

’ !"#$%&\ ’()*+ , -./0123456789:; <= >? @ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY ’

>>> asci [90:]

’Z[\\]^_‘abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz {|}~\ x7f’
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Fixing this Problem (Homer)

def process_homer ():

btext = urllib.request.urlopen(

"http ://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub /2199/ pg2199.txt").read()

asci ="". join ( chr(i) for i in range (128))

homer_text = purify(btext.decode(’utf8’)+asci)

print("homer length in bits", len(homer_text )*7)

homer_count=char_count(homer_text)

homer_tree=build_huffman_tree(homer_count)

homer_encode_dict=generate_code(homer_tree)

homer_decode_dict=build_decoding_dict(homer_encode_dict)

homer_encoded_text=compress(homer_text ,homer_encode_dict)

print("homer_text encoded length in bits",len(homer_encoded_text ))

print("compression ratio",

len(homer_encoded_text )/(len(homer_text )*7))

homer_decoded_text=decompress(homer_encoded_text ,

homer_decode_dict)

return homer_text , homer_decoded_text ,\

homer_encode_dict ,homer_decode_dict

Just bundle everything together so it can be run by a one liner.
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Fixing this Problem (Shakespeare)

def process_william ():

btext = urllib.request.urlopen(

"http ://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub /1112/ pg1112.txt").read()

asci ="". join ( chr(i) for i in range (128))

william_text = purify(btext.decode(’utf8’)+asci)

# remove non ascii chars

print("william length in bits", len(william_text )*7)

william_count=char_count(william_text)

william_tree=build_huffman_tree(william_count)

william_encode_dict=generate_code(william_tree)

william_decode_dict=build_decoding_dict(william_encode_dict)

william_encoded_text=compress(william_text ,william_encode_dict)

print("william_text encoded length in bits",

len(william_encoded_text ))

print("compression ratio",len(

william_encoded_text )/(len(william_text )*7))

william_decoded_text=decompress(william_encoded_text ,

william_decode_dict)

return william_text , william_decoded_text ,\

william_encode_dict ,william_decode_dict

Just bundle everything together, like before.
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Sanity Checks

>>> h_original ,h_new ,h_encode ,h_decode=process_homer ()

homer length in bits 5902540

homer_text encoded length in bits 3779074

compression ratio 0.640245385885

>>> h_original ==h_new

True

>>> w_original ,w_new ,w_encode ,w_decode=process_william ()

william length in bits 1253756

william_text encoded length in bits 816753

compression ratio 0.65144493825

>>> w_original ==w_new

True
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Cross Compression Performance

>>> homer_using_homer=compress(h_original ,h_encode)

>>> len(homer_using_homer)

3779074

>>> homer_using_william=compress(h_original ,w_encode)

>>> len(homer_using_william)

3855573

>>> len(homer_using_william )/len(homer_using_homer)

1.020242789635768 # just 2 percent more

>>> decompress(homer_using_william ,w_decode )== h_original

True
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More Cross Compression Performance

>> william_using_william=compress(w_original ,w_encode)

>>> len(william_using_william)

816753

>>> william_using_homer=compress(w_original ,h_encode)

>>> len(william_using_homer)

848492

>>> len(william_using_homer )/len(william_using_william)

1.0388599735783033 # just 3.8 percent more

>>> decompress(william_using_homer ,h_decode )== w_original

True

>>> decompress(william_using_homer ,w_decode )== w_original

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell #139>", line 1, in <module >

decompress(william_using_homer ,w_decode )== w_original

File "/Users/benny/Dropbox/InttroCS2012/Code2014/Intro20/intro20.py", line 94, in decompress

assert prefix == "" # must finish last codeword

AssertionError
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Huffman Code: Time and Space Complexity
(for reference only)

Let S be an n character long corpus.
Let T be an m character long text.

• Counting letters in corpus: O(n) steps.

• Building Huffman tree: O(|Σ|) insertions in a priority queue.
(In our implementation of priority queue, each insertion takes
O(|Σ| log |Σ|) steps, implying a total of O(|Σ|2 log |Σ|)).

• Building Huffman encoding table from the tree: O(|Σ| log |Σ|) if
tree traversal implemented efficiently.

• Building Huffman decoding table from the encoding table:
O(|Σ| log |Σ|) (the log factor comes from going over and
copying |Σ| log |Σ| many bits).

• Encoding and decoding text: O((` + m) log |Σ|), where ` equals
length of compressed string, and assuming hash query takes O(1)
steps. The log factor comes from the size in bits of each code.

• Space used by hash tables: O(|Σ| log |Σ|).
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Huffman Code: An Interesting Anecdote

Huffman proposed the Huffman code while he was a graduate
student at MIT, as part of a term paper for Robert Fano’s class. In
Fano’s words,

“. . . by 1950, I started teaching a graduate subject on information
theory, and one of the students was named Dave Huffman, who wrote
a term paper. I had given a number of possible topics. One of them
was that while I developed the form of encoding, that did not assure
that the coding would be optimum. Shannon, who at that time was
at Bell Laboratories, was not sure. So I raised the question. I said, ”It
would be nice to know an optimum way of encoding.” All of which
Huffman developed as a term paper that he published, of course.”

(1952 paper, ”A Method for the Construction of Minimum
Redundancy Codes”)
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Compressing Text Beyond Huffman

Huffman code is optimal with respect to a known distribution of
single characters.

One possible way to improve upon it is to consider pairs or triplets of
characters instead of single ones.
It may be somewhat harder to collect the relevant statistics, and the
size of the encoding/decoding dictionaries will be substantially larger.
However, since dictionaries employ hashing, encoding and decoding
times will hardly be effected.
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Distribution of Single Words
We already saw that the distri-
bution of single letters/charac-
ters in standard English text is
far from uniform. In a similar
manner, the distribution of sin-
gle words in standard English
text is far from uniform. It
was claimed that “The first 25
make up about one-third of all
printed material in English. The
first 100 make up about one-
half of all written material, and
the first 300 make up about
sixty-five percent of all written
material in English.” (source:
this site).
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Compressing Using Codebooks∗∗

• Preprocessing: Identify the 128 most frequent words of length
greater than 1 in a suitable corpus.

• Construct a codebook with 256 entries: 128 Ascii characters,
and the 128 frequent words.

• Codebook entries are encoded by a fixed length, 8 bit codeword.

• Encoding procedure: Read the text and parse it to words. If the
next word is in the codebook, encode it by its 8 bit code.
Otherwise, encode it letter by letter.

∗∗Codebooks are also called dictionaries in many texts. I chose to stick with
codebooks in order not to cause a confusion with Python’s dictionary, which is a
hash table.
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Compressing Using Codebooks: Compression Estimate

• Assume the average length of a frequent word is 3 characters,
and further that the frequent words make up 50% of a typical
text.

• Then for these 50%, we use 8 bits instead of 21 bits (three ascii
characters). For the rest, we use 8 bits instead of 7.

• So on the average, 21 original bits are encoded by (8+24)/2=16
bits. This is 76% of the original.

• This simple scheme can be further improved by employing
Huffman encoding on the codebook entries. But some care need
be exercised in computing frequencies: Overlapping letters in
frequent words should not be counted twice.

• Both the simple and the improved schemes could make good
homework problems.
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And Now for Something Somewhat Different:
Ziv Lempel Compression

Back in the 60s, people were encouraged to consume more electricity.
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Compressing Text Beyond Huffman (2)

A completely different approach was proposed by Yaacov Ziv and
Abraham Lempel in a seminal 1977 paper (“A Universal Algorithm
for Sequential Data Compression”, IEEE transactions on Information
Theory).

Their algorithm went through several modifications and adjustments.
The one used most these days is by Terry Welch, in 1984, and known
today as LZW compression.

Unlike Huffman, all variants of LZ compression do not assume any
knowledge of character distribution. The algorithm finds
redundancies in texts using a different strategy.

We will go through this important compression algorithm in detail.
But most probably not during the next two classes.
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Huffman vs. Ziv Lempel: Basic Difference

Both Huffman and the codebook compressions are static. They
compute frequencies, based on some standard corpus. These
frequencies are used to build compression and decompression
dictionaries, which are subsequently employed to compress and
decompress any future text.

The statistics (or derived dictionaries) are shared by both sides before
communication starts.

By way of contrast, Ziv-Lempel compression(s) are adaptive. There is
no precomputed statistics. The basic redundancies employed here are
repetitions, which are quite frequent in human generated texts.

There is no need to share any data before transmission commences.
In a sense, the decompressed text will serve as the basis for
subsequent decompression.
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Repetitions in Human Generated Text

This following text (found on a public toilet’s door in a Canadian
Rockies campground, back in 1984) is 132 characters long. A quick
inspection reveals a large number of small repetitions.

“We are mountaineers with hairy ears. We sleep in caves and ditches.
We wipe our ass with broken glass. And lough, because it itches.”

A manual count exposes one length 6 repeat (the dot is an equal
rights character), three length 3 repeats (space is not only an equal
right character, but also very popular), one appearing trice, and six
length 2 repeats, color coded below:

“We are mountaineers with hairy ears. We sleep in caves and ditches.
We wipe our ass with broken glass. And lough, because it itches.”
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Ziv-Lempel: Riding on Text Repetitions

The basic idea of the Ziv-Lempel algorithm is to “take advantage” of
repetitions in order to produce a shorter encoding of the text. Let T
be an n character long text. In Python’s spirit, we will think of it as
T[0]T[1]...T[n-1].

Suppose we have a k long repetition (k > 0) at positions j, p = j + m
(m > 0): T[j]T[j+1]...T[j+k-1]=T[p]T[p+1]...T[p+k-1].

Basic Idea: Instead of coding T[p]T[p+1]...T[p+k-1] character by
character, we can fully specify it by identifying the starting point of
the first occurance, j, and the length of the repetition, k.
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Ziv-Lempel: How to Represent Repetitions

Suppose we have a k long repetition (k > 0) at positions j, p (j < p):
T[j]T[j+1]...T[j+k-1]=T[p]T[p+1]...T[p+k-1].

There are two natural ways to represent the starting point, j. Either
by j itself, or as an offset from the second occurance, namely m,
where m = p− j.

The first option requires that we keep a full prefix of the text both
while compressing and when decompressing. Since the text can be
very long, this is not desirable. In addition, for a long text,
representing j itself may take a large number of bits.
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Ziv-Lempel: How to Represent Repetitions, cont.

Suppose we have a k long repetition (k > 0) at positions j, p (j < p):
T[j]T[j+1]...T[j+k-1]=T[p]T[p+1]...T[p+k-1].

There are two natural ways to represent the starting point, j. Either
by j itself, or as an offset from the second occurance, namely m,
where m = p− j.

Instead of keeping all the text in memory, Ziv-Lempel advocates
keeping only a bounded part of it. The standard recommendation is
to keep the 4096 most recent characters.

This choice has the disadvantage that repeats below the horizon, i.e.
earlier than 4096 most recent characters, will not be detected. It has
the advantage that m can be represented succinctly (12 bits for 4096
size window).
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